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Get your students ready for the Science Alive! STEM Day Out Hold the Load Challenge.
You are going to be a Structural Engineer! Structural engineers are a specialized type of civil engineer. They focus on
designing strong buildings that can support their own weight and the weight of everything in them while also standing
up to forces of wind, weather, temperature, and earthquakes.

At school activity
The purpose of this activity is to give students the opportunity to practice their structural design techniques. They
can do this by using design and engineering processes. Design a structure, test the design, analyse the results, make
improvements and testing again.
This activity focuses on how engineers develop building structures to support heavy loads. Engineers must also work
to a budget, so the students will be limited in the materials they can “purchase’ and they will only have 10 mins to build
as ‘time is money!’
•
•
•
•
•

Students work in teams to develop a structure that is at least 20cm tall.
They have 10 minutes building time.
They will only be able to ‘purchase’ 4 sheets of A4 paper, scissors and 20cm of sticky tape.
The structure needs to hold a weight for at least 3 seconds. (the best weights to use are books as they are flat, well
balanced and easy to place on top of a tower structure.
The structure needs to be free standing (no taping to the table)

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work collaboratively in a group to design, create and test a building structure.
Encourage creativity, critical thinking and problem solving
Apply science inquiry skills
Innovate (design, build and evolve your own unique solution)
Develop an understanding of the properties of materials
Develop an understanding of science as a human endeavour

What you will need:
•
•
•

4 x A4 sheets of paper per team
20 cm of sticky tape per team
A number of weights (books) to test the structure

Teacher materials:
•
For an extension to this activity see Teach Engineering Activity:
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/ucd_strongholds_activity1
•

View the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lk41Fe1WK6Q A class of 320 first year students of UCD
Mechanical and Materials Engineering have been set a challenge to build a one metre tall paper tower that will
hold one kilogram.
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Curriculum Links:
Science
Science Understanding - Year 4 Chemical sciences
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their use.
Science Inquiry Skills – Years 4-6
•
Planning and conducting
•
Processing and analysing data and information
•
Evaluating
•
Communicating
Science as a Human Endeavour – Years 4-6
•
Use and Influence of Science
Design and Technologies
Processes and Production Skills – Years 4-6

Get your students ready for the Science Alive! STEM Day Out Paper Plane Challenge. This is an opportunity for your
students to test their engineering skills as they fold, flip and fly their way to victory in the Science Alive! Paper Plane
Challenge. On the day they will build their own paper plane and then put it through its paces in the purpose-built paper
plane arena.

At school activity
The purpose of this activity is to give students the opportunity to practice their paperplane and design and techniques.
They can do this by using design and engineering processes. Design a paper plane, test the design, analyse the results,
make improvements by changing just one variable such as wing length or nose shape and testing again. Once they
have the design they believe will fly the farthest they should test their design against the others in the class. Set up
some trials and have students gather some data about the distance each design flew for each trial. They couldgraph
the longest and average distances flown for each of the paper plane designs and see which design is the best.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work collaboratively in a group to design, create and test a paper plane
Work collaboratively to collect data
Be introduced and/or build on the terms hypothesis, variable and average
Follow directions in making a complex paper plane design
Organise and graph collected data
Older students may write-up experimental procedures, results and conclusions.

What you will need:
•

80gsm A4 paper

Teacher materials:
•

Data sheet to record trials including name, date, plane type, distance flown for each trial 1-6, details of shortest
flight, longest flight and average.

Online resource
A simple proven airplane design and plans/kits for experimental airplane
https://rolemodels-wise.sws.iastate.edu/uploads/1/3/f/13f4bb00c100eee7ae0d2506728eec3e83cc618b/Paper-Airplane-Designs.pdf

Curriculum Links:
Science
Science Understanding - Year 7 Physical sciences
Change to an object’s motion is caused by unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravitational attraction, acting on
the object
Science Inquiry Skills – Years 7-9
•
Planning and conducting
•
Processing and analysing data and information
•
Evaluating
•
Communicating
Design and Technologies
Processes and Production Skills – Years 7-9

Prepare your students for the Science Alive! STEM DAY OUT Mousetrap Racers Challenge and build and test your
Mousetrap Racers before the big race on the Science Alive! Racetrack.

At school activity
The purpose of this activity is for students to build and test their mousetrap racer prior to attending the Science Alive!
STEM Day Out. Students should have the opportunity to build their racer using base model instructions which then can
evolve through the process.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Utilise design and engineering process
Encourage creativity, critical thinking and problem solving
Learn about kinetic and potential energy
Apply science inquiry skills
Innovate (design, build and evolve your own unique vehicle).

What you will need:
•
•
•
•
•

Cardboard
Bamboo skewers
Wooden snap-back mousetrap
String
Straw

Teacher materials:
Online video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XZ-u2872c4
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Curriculum Links:
Science
Science Understanding - Year 8 Physical sciences
Energy appears in different forms, including movement (kinetic energy), heat and potential
energy, and energy transformations and transfers cause change within systems.
Science Inquiry Skills – Years 7-9
•
Planning and conducting
•
Processing and analysing data and information
•
Evaluating
•
Communicating
Design and Technologies
Processes and Production Skills – Years 7-9

PIPELINE
CHALLENGE
Get your students ready for the Science Alive! STEM Day Out Pipeline Challenge. This is an opportunity for your
students to test their engineering skills as build their own pipeline to transport a golf ball or a ping pong ball across
the purpose-built pipeline arena.

At school activity
The purpose of this activity is to give students the opportunity to practice their pipeline design techniques. They can
do this by using design and engineering processes. Design a pipeline, test the design, analyse the results, make improvements and testing again.
This activity focuses on how engineers develop pipeline systems to transport water over very long distances.
•
Students work in teams to develop a pipeline system to transport both a golf ball and ping pong ball across the
classroom terrain.
•
They will need to incorporate four angles into their design, one of which is a right angle (90 degrees). The
difference in height from one end of your pipe to the other can be no more than 45cm.
•
Test the pipeline designs by first rolling the golf ball through and then, the ping pong ball until each one stops.
Students should measure and document how far each ball rolled until it stopped.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work collaboratively in a group to design, create and test a pipeline.
Encourage creativity, critical thinking and problem solving
Apply science inquiry skills
Innovate (design, build and evolve your own unique solution.
Develop an understanding of position and motion of objects
Develop an understanding of science as a human endeavour

What you will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6m of piping per team
Paper towel, wrapping paper and toilet paper rolls (or roll up thin sheets of cardboard) – Tubes must be
large enough to accommodate a golf ball and ping pong ball.
To minimize the issue of balls becoming stuck in the tubes, consider cutting the tubes in half to serve as
“open” piping.
Packing or duct tape for connections
PVC tubing, if budget allows
Golf ball (or similarly sized rubber ball) Ping pong ball

Teacher materials:
•

This activity is adapted from the Try Engineering Pipeline Challenge
https://tryengineering.org/teacher/pipeline-challenge/#etc

•

In this online resource the science and mathematics of the activity are explored, a student worksheet is provided
and links to science as a human endeavour are highlighted.

PIPELINE
CHALLENGE
Curriculum Links:
Science
Science Understanding - Year 7 Physical sciences
Change to an object’s motion is caused by unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravitational attraction, acting
on the object
Science Understanding - Year 8 Physical sciences
Energy appears in different forms, including movement (kinetic energy), heat and potential energy, and energy
transformations and transfers cause change within system
Science Inquiry Skills – Years 7-9
•
•
•
•

Planning and conducting
Processing and analysing data and information
Evaluating
Communicating

Science as a Human Endeavour – Years 7-9
•

Use and Influence of Science

Design and Technologies
Processes and Production Skills – Years 7-9
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CHALLENGE
Get your students prepared for the Science Alive! STEM DAY OUT Spaghetti Tower Challenge. In a race against the
clock, each team must construct a tower using only marshmallows and dried spaghetti. The aim is to build the tallest
and strongest structure. The tower must stand unaided for 30 seconds.

At school activity

Ask your students to work collaboratively in groups to build a tower using the supplies provided. Have the students
use the design cycle to test their ideas ahead of the STEM Day Out Challenge. They should be given the opportunity to
redesign as they construct their tower. Ask them to identify what shapes seem to be the strongest.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Utilise design and engineering processes
To construct the tallest tower possible using spaghetti and marshmallows
Work collaboratively in a team
Use observation, curiosity, creative problem-solving and teamwork skills

Instructions:
•
•
•

Working into groups of three, build a tower using only spaghetti and marshmallows
You may not use any other materials to assist in the support of your tower
The team will have 30 minutes to complete the challenge
When time is called, your tower must stand unassisted.

Discussion for students:
•
•
•

What challenges did you have building the tower?
What do you think engineers have to consider when they are building structures?
What could you do to make your tower stronger, either by creating different shapes or replacing parts with
different materials?

What you will need:
•
•

Spaghetti
Marshmallows
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Curriculum Links:
Science
Science Inquiry Skills – Years 7-9
•
Planning and conducting
•
Processing and analysing data and information
•
Evaluating
•
Communicating
Design and Technologies
Processes and Production Skills – Years 7-9

TILING
CHALLENGE
Get your students ready for the Science Alive! STEM Day Out Tiling Challenge. Tiling is deceptively simple: putting
geometric pieces together to make a square or a rectangle. This tiling challenge requires the student to complete a
square with 14 given pieces as fast as they can.

At school activity
The purpose of this activity is to give students the opportunity to practice a tiling puzzle. Using the template below
students can cut out the pieces and practice making the tiling puzzle. This puzzle only has 11 pieces, so the challenge
puzzle will be more difficult, however this will hone their problem solving and creative thinking skills! You can build
this puzzle in 110,000 ways, and 498 are shown. You can bet each time you put the pieces together again, it will be a
different pattern.

Objectives:
•
•
•

Utilise design and engineering process
Encourage creativity, critical thinking and problem solving
Apply science inquiry skills

What you will need:
•
•

Template
Scissors

Teacher materials:
You may want to get the students to watch this video for preparation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpWPyebIIMY&t=12s
Tiling is one of many geometric puzzling activities that engage students of all ages in a fun and friendly way. For more
inspirations of how to use tilling puzzles to enhance learning, please browse Mindsharp Creative Development YouTube
Channel (kids-friendly):
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCK1FzMeA7zBzNOLIQP4w_Uw/videos
Contact: uncrowd@uncrowd.net about loan sample sets for preparation.
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Curriculum Links:
Science
Science Understanding - Year 7 Physical sciences
Change to an object’s motion is caused by unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravitational attraction, acting on
the object
Science Inquiry Skills – Years 4-7
•
Planning and conducting
•
Processing and analysing data and information
•
Evaluating
•
Communicating
Mathematics
Measurement and Geometry – Years 4-7

